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INTRODUCTION 

The inadequacy of the fundamental relationships governing 

ideal gases in the approximation of vapor-liquid equilibria v/as 

first recognized ty Souders, Selheimsr, and Brown (9) who pro¬ 

posed what is now commonly referred to as the vaporization equi¬ 

librium constant or the vapor-liquid equilibrium constant. This 

constant, K was defined as the ratic of the fugaeity of the com¬ 

ponent in the liquid phase to the fugaeity of the component in 

the vapor phase. Since the value of the equilibrium constant 

thus defined is dependent on the standard states selected the 

standard state was chosen for the vapor as the pure component 

as a vapor at the same temperature and total pressure and for 

the liquid as the pure component as a liquid at the sac© temper¬ 

ature and total pressure, Fugaeity is the product of the acti¬ 

vity times the fugaeity of the standard state. Therefore, 

K= a^/ai = (l) 

where 

K s vaporization or vapor-liquid eqrdlibriua constant 

a activity of component in vapor state 

ax a activity of component in liquid state 

fv « fugaeity of the pure component as a vapor at the 

same temperature and total pressure 

fx = fugaeity of the pure component as a liquid at the 

same temperature and total pressure. 
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These standard states have the advantage that where the 

liquid and vapor apprcndmat© ideal solutions activities are 

equal to sol fractions* Therefore* the equilibrium constant 

bccomoo equal to the ratio of the mol fraction in the vapor to 

the mol fraction in the liquid* 

K - y/x 

Equation (1) is a thamodyimaically rigorous statement of 

tho relationsldp between the activities of the vapor and liquid 

phases* However* for all values of K greater than one* the 

pressure is either less than the vapor pressure at the given 

temperature or tie temperature is above tee critical and no 

liquid phase far the pure component is teormodyiiaMcally possi¬ 

ble* Therefore* is empirical* For all values of K leas than 

one the pressure is greater than the vapor pressure and no stable 

vapor phase exists for the pure component* or the temperature is 

above the critical and no liquid phase exists for the pure com¬ 

ponent* Hence* either fi or fv are empirical* 

Senders* Selheimer* and Brown (9) in calculating K have ex¬ 

tended their fugacity plots by plotting the log of the fugacity 

versos the log of the reciprieal of the absolute temperature aid 

using a straight line extrapolation* Over short ranges this 

method is satisfactory* However* at temperatures far above the 

critical this leads to serious error* It is obvious then* that 

equation (2) is a much more convenient form in experimental work 

and it is tie definition of K used in this paper* 

Tho other value of the vapar-Hquid equiUbrium constant in 
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common use today waa proposed by Loads and Luka 0). It differs 

tei tho 1 proposed by Senders, Solhaimor, and Bsws (?) to as 

nuchas tbs togaoity of too liquid to ref sired to toe vapor 

pressure of. the pure coqponont rather torn to. tho pur©' component 

as a liquid.at tho total pressure. 

Tho equilibrium rolationships between vapor and liquid 

lydrooarbons are of major Importance to almost every phase of the 

natural gasoline industry and considerable work to been dono 

along those lines to toe past fifteen years. Mere recently tfe© 

petroleum industry has beccsas Interested to. reservoir studies. 

However* only limited work has boon whdertakea to. tho field of 

repor-liquid equilibria at pressures commonly encountered in oil 

production, scats end Bachtaafcfa (3) present vaporisation oquilib- 

vivm .constants for a crudo-*oil~mtural gas system over a range of 

toKperaturos from h0° to 200®p and over a range of pressure from, 

atmospheric to 3100 pounds per square inch, Boland, Smith,end 

Kavolor (8) repeal oqtiilibiim constants fra? .a gas distillate 

system in tho range of 200 to hOOO pounds par .square inch Sad h0° 

to 200°p. in another paper, Boland (7) presents vapar4iq«id 

oquilibrixtfii constants for a natural gas-erwie oil system fee* 

pressures from 200D to 10*000. pounds per square inch at 120° and 

Oases such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and nitrogen 

generally not encountered to refinery practice sure often found to 

reservoir fluids. Fquilibria constants for carbon dioxide to a 

gas distillate system hare boon torestigated by Pootten and Kata 
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(6) over the rang© 37.8° to 121%’ sod $00 to 2*900 pounds pop 

square inch. 

It is the purpose of this paper to present the vapca>-llquid 

equilibria constants for a nitregen-*xir*hsptano system at pressures 

fro® 1,000 to 10,OCX) pounds per square inch and at temperatures 

fSwm 90° to 3^0°P* This should be of academic interest m wall 

as be of value to industzy because of concenteations of nitrogen 

encountered in muy condensate systems# little work has teen 

undertaken on this system* Booster, Johnson and Heresy (1) ra- 

port values for the K of nitrogen and n-heptene in rdtrogen-n-* 

heptane systems at a pressure of 100*9 atmospheres and over a 

range of teapamtere from 2$® to 8$°c* Key (ii) investigated the 

mpor-liqudd 0quilib2d.ua behavior of n-hcptano in a heptane-* 

ethane eyst®» at lour pressures* 
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m?CT?TATft 

Research Grads n-^feptano was supplied tgr tbs Phillips 

Petroleum Qmgimy* Physical data ore as fellows* 

Boiling feint 760 an #8*i&®0 

Frseaing feint ~90.68°o 

Freezing Point Purity 

Density at 30°C gnias/Edllilitsr 0.68385 

Refractive Sadat $$ 1*38770 

Bgloff (2) reports a rsfractive indees of l«3377k referred 

to th© D lina at 20°0 and a density <*f 0*68375 g/cc at 20®C for 

purs n-iieptan©* 

Prepurified ItLtrogen was supplied fey Air Reduction Ocsapany. 

this nitrogen was boos dry and impurities wore as fellows* 

contsnt Q*001|§ 

Hydrogen content 0.001'^ 
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A positive displacement saroury pmp ms mod to maintain 

pressure and to wms fluids under pressure, This puKg> could 

either bo operated mnoally or driven by an electric motor* 

Approximately mm hundred cubic centimeters wore displaced par 

stroke, Volumes displaced could bo read on a scale on the pump. 

Pressure WJ measured on a 10,000 pounds per square Inch 

capacity Bourdon tut© type pressure page connected directly to 

the positive displacement piaap. The sixteen inch face of this 

gauge ms marked in ton pound divisions over- the entire range* 

the eqpllibdsn cedi has a capacity of apju^sdmtoly 500 

cubic estimators and is counted in a constant temperature oil 

bath* fte opening at tte top of tits coll is closed by a needle 

valve that has a long tapered stem to permit bettor flow rate 

control to the analytical train* This valve my also be con¬ 

nected to the nitrogen or heptane cylinders for charging pair** 

poses* Tbs opening in the bottom of the cell is connected 

through a valve to the mercury p«mp. A rocking action is isfc* 

parted to the cell, and to the oil bath surrounding it, by on 

electric motor to aid in attaining eqi&librltim between the 

vapor and liquid phases before ©ashling* 

The oil bath is a double walled copper jacket insulated with 

glass wool. Heat in supplied to Hie oil by an electric testing 

element that surrounds the lower portion of the equilibrium coll. 

An external rheostat controls the current to the testing element 
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and the tenpemturo is controlled by a thermal regulator in the 

base of the oil bath* Temperature of the oil is read on a thermo- 

raotor. The oil is agitated in pari by the rocking motion of the 

oil hath and ©quilibrim sell previously mentioned,. and in part by 

an electric stirrer* 

A stainless steal sample bomb of 600 cubic eentiiissters caps- 

city was used to store heptane and charge it under pressure'to the 

equilibrium cell# Wli ends of the bomb wore closed by & Halves 

the .bottom, OKS connected to the mercury pump and the top connected 

to the top. of the oquilibrius cell during charging# Mirogsa ms 

kept in its original container and connected to the top of the 

equilibrium cell for charging* 

The meter used in the analytical stream was a standard dry 

ps test mater. 

All equipment, with the exception of the electric motors, oil 

bath, heating clement and accessories, and the dry gas test motor, 

were made ©f stainless steal* Connections, with the (recaption of 

the tygon tubing and glassware used in the analytical train wore 

mad© with 3/16" stainless stool, tubing and Hare type fittings* 

? 
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SIPBIIB1BMTAI, PROCEDURE 

A schematic draining of the equipment used Is shown in Figure 

1* figure 2 is a photograph of the equipngant* 

Initially the equilibrium coll is filled with ssrcury and to 

nitrogen cylinder is connected to to system at to valvo on top 

of the equilibrium cell (D)» halves A9 B, and D are closed* An 

initial pump reading (volume) is taken v&th to coll at 1000 pounds 

per square toll* Vdm B is opened to nitrogen is allofed. to fto 
% 

into the system as to saareury is withdrawn from to cell by the 

pump* When the desired osauni of isarouiy has been td&hdrsnn to 

nitrogen is allowed to build up to pressure to 3B0Q pounds per 

square inch to then value B is closed to the tubing to to nitro¬ 

gen cylinder is dtooiuscted* The pressure in to cell is decreased 

slightly by further removal of mercury with to pimp. Valve C is 

closed and valves A and B connected by a heptane filled lino* 

Valves A and B are opened and the pressure cm to heptane .increased 

to 1000 pounds per square inch* An initial pump reading is taken 

and valve D is opened* A measured amount of heptane is forced into 

to cell by to putsp* valve B is closed and a final pusp reading is 

taken after adjusting to pressure on to heptane sample bomb to 

pump to 1000 pounds par square inch, valves A and B are ton Closed 

to to connection from A to D broken* 

Valve 0 is opened and to cell rocker started* The tester 

switch is turned on and the pressure adjusted to tho desired value* 

After to cell roaches to desired temperature and pressure to 
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rooking motion la continued for fifteen to thirty minutes to in¬ 

sure eqtdHbriuia conditions* The cell is than stopped in, a verti¬ 

cal position and' temperature controlled cmually up to fifteen 

minutes to allow the phases to separate* Title was especially 

important at jrsaaure. near tho ateda phase region* -ftspfcsim left 

in the fitting of- valve :B ms vaporised by lowering tho pressure 

with a vacuum pump and tho valve was then connected to the analy¬ 

tical train* ■ 

- A vapor sample was then taken by cracking valve D and main¬ 

taining the -pressure in the- cell with tho pump* The volume of - - 

the sample at the pressure under investigation ms noted* .After 

the vapor sample was taken the valve D was agate cracked aid the 

pressure in the cell was Eaintaincd until all of the vapor'phase 

had teen exhausted. The break between the liquid and vapor 

phase: was readily (kstermined ■ at pressures somewhat removed front ; 

the single phase region but at higher pressures tills became mere 

difficult. 

After it was certain that -dl tee vapor phase- was restored 

a larger liquid trap ms put in the analytical train and tho 

liquid in tho coH flashed to atmospheric presatire* The cell 

me then refilled with mercury by the puap, valve D dosed : 

pressure increased agate and the volume of the liquid sample 

noted* 

Temperature ms maintained to within I 0*£°F end tee pressure 

was held within fire pounds of the desired value* 
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FIGURE 1 

Sample Train 
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Figure Z 

Photograph of the Equipment 
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GALXSRATIOB AMD ANALYSIS 

Volume at High Pressures Volumes in the system wore r33a~ 

sured by the displacement of mercury by tho positive displacement 

mercury pump- Tills ptaap ras equipped with a scale with on© cubic 

centimeter divisions and a vernier carted at 0.01 cubic centimeter 

intervals caking it possible to eotimto volumes to the thousandth 

'of a cubic centimeter* 'Hie calibration of the pump was chocked at 

1000 psxg, at which pressure aH subsequent volume readings were 

made, and it was found that the correction factor (l.OQGi*) was 

negligible. 

Pressuret Pressure was measured by a 10,000 psi Bourdon tube 

type pressure gauge with a 16 inch face and divisions at ten pounds 

per square inch intervals# Initial calibration of thin gauge fcy 

the manufacturer showed no deviation as high as ten pounds per 

square inch and a maximum hysteresis of 15 pounds pea* square inch 

when tested over tho entire range. About midway through tho ex¬ 

perimental work tho gauge calibration was rechecked by a dead 

weight tester at pressures up to 8,000 pounds per square inch. 

Maximum deviation at this time was twenty pounds per square inch 

at 6j>00 psi. Maxima hysteresis was ten pounds per square inch. 

Results of the calibration are given in Fig. 9 end the observed 

values during the teat are shorn in Table III (Appendix:). 

Meter t The dry gas test raster used to measure all analysed 

gases (at atmospheric pressure) was calibrated at slow flow rates 

to approximate the slow rates encountered in sampling. The meter 
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factor was found to bo 1,03b. Minimum dial division on this 

motor was- 0.001 cubic foot. 

Thermometerst All thermometers used iars checked at the 

boiling point of water. 

Analysis? Samples of the vapor phase ware initially analysed 

by the use of a gas density balance. However, this method was 

abandoned after run number oight because of the low amounts of 

heptane in the vapor at low pressures. Vapor phase samples from 

all subsequent runs were analysed by adsorbing the n-heptano in 

the vapor on nitrogen saturated activated carbon and metering the 

nitrogen with the dry gas test mater. The absorbed n-hepfcane was 

then determined by weighing. 

The liquid phase in all cases was analysed by weighing the 

n-heptano retained in the liquid trap and metering the n-heptane 

saturated nitrogen evolved from the liquid at atmospheric pressure. 
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RESULTS 

The results of this investigation arc given in its entirety 

in Table I. Figures $ and 6 are plots of tbs esperiKentolly de¬ 

termined values of the vapor-liquid equilibrium constants for 

nitrogen and n-fcoptan© plotted against pressure for the four temp¬ 

eratures investigated* It should bo pointed out that these values 

of the vapor-liquid equilibria, constants are in reality concen¬ 

tration ratios or ratio of the mol fraction in the vapor to the 

mol fraction in the liquid and are equal to the vapor-liquid 

equilibria constants unis'- viien the liquid and vapor phases acre 

ideal solutions* 

Uitragan-n-hoptane do not fora ideal solutions and this in 

part explains the unusual phenomena of increasing solubility of 

the nitrogen in the heptane at higher temperatures. This eight 

also to explained on tha basis of two distinct liquid phases, 

although, tuo such phases mro not detected in this investiga¬ 

tion* Boomer, Johnson, and Pieroay (1) also noted this charac¬ 

teristic of increased solubility with temperature in their work 

on nitrogen and n«4mptsne* 

Figures 7 and 8 show the change of mol fraction n-heptaae 

in the vapor and liquid phases with changes in pressure at the 

four temperatures considered* These plots show very well the 

increased solubility of the nitrogen at higher temperatures. 

Of special interest, too, is the closed loop of the 3^0°F curve 

of Figure 8, Tide shows the liquid and vapor phases becoming 



Identical at a pressure of about USOO pounds per square inch. It 

will bo noted* by* referring to Figures 5 said 6 that the values of 

K at this pressure become equal to one for both the nitrogen and 

the n-heptane. This Indicates that ItSOO pounds per square inch 

and 36O°F is a critical point for the nitrogen - n~hepta.no system. 

Similarly* by referring again to Figures 5 and 6* it will be noted 

that for 260°F the value of K approaches one at 9000 pounds per 

square inch and thus locates mother point on the critical locus 

for the system, lictrapolation of the curves for 175°F end 90% 

on Figure $ establishes oriticals at 13>00G and 23*200 pounds per 

square inch respectively* These values along with the vapor 

pressure curves feu* pure nitrogen and pure n-heptano are plotted 

in Figure 6a which shorn the critical locus of the system over the 

range of teaperatures and pressures investigated. The dotted lire 

indicates the portion of the crave determined by extrapolation of 

the values of R beyond the 10*000 pound par square inch capacity 

of the pressure garage used* The concave shape of the critical 

locus curve is further evidence of the non ideality of the vapor 

and liquid phase solutions. 

The values from Figures 5 and 6 are cross plotted on Figures 

3 and it where the values of I are plotted against temperature 

along linos of constant pressure. The values of the temperature 

and pressure at K equal to ono (critical points) were used as a 

guide in plotting the critical locus curve of Figure 6a. 

It is felt tliat the values reported for the vapor-liquid 

oquilibia constants of nitrogen are of a high degree of accuracy 



(v/ithin h%)» These values chock very closely with those reported 

by Boomer, Johnson, and Piercoy (1) and reproduced in Table XI. 

AH values of K reported within 1&0 pounds per square inch 

of the single phase region are of a dubious nature. The difficulty 

in distinguishing between phases in tills vicinity nay have caused 

errors in sampling, The !C values for n-heptano at low pressures 

may bo considered less accurate because of the low asmnfcs (less 

than one percent) of n-heptan® in the vapor phase* This error 

would not be reflected in the nitrogen equilibria constants* 

Heptane equilibria constants reported by Boomer, Johnson, and 

Piercoy (1) do not check too well with those found in this in¬ 

vestigation* 

The difficulties encountered at pressures approaching the 

single phase region are best portrayed by the esipertoontsl values 

of n-heptan® concentration to the liquid and vapor phases at 26S°p 

plotted on Figure 7# The curve is drawn through a bubble point, 

determined by plotting pressure versus change to volume, but the 

points suggest other possibilities. 

Itcpertoontal mmo one through eight to which the gas density 

balance was used to deteradna .the composition of the vapor phase 

were not used to compute n-haptano equilibria values* However, 

at those temperatures and pressures errors in the analysis of the 

vapor ted little effect on the equilibria constants of nitrogen. 

Therefore, nitrogen K*s are reported for all runs* 
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fmm i 
mLmmmm* mm 

Temperature 90°P. 

M.E. «,E. 
Ryessure JRressur© C'7*4116 C7-HI6 . K» K. Run 

( peia Corrected in ?ap. in Liq. IWJ7-1E6 m  Ho. 

2020 1030 0.00?2b 0.920 32 .b 
3500 1525 0.010 0.872 7.7 b^ 
1?50 1782 0.0025 0.8b9 6*61 «?«■ 
1750 1782 0.0039 0.855 O.oob56 6.87 11 
2000 2022 0.0320 0.8U8 «» 6.50 9 
2280 2300 0.005 0.830 ... 5.85 3* 
2650 2670 0.006 0.799 0.00751 b .9b 30 
3000 3022 0.005 0.785 •» b*63 f 
3305 3330 0.010 0.756 a. b.06 6* 
3500 3525 0.007 0.7614 0.00936 b*2G 12 
3990 to? 0.0079 0.73b 0.0308 3.73 33 5coo 5025 0.0307 0.682 0.0156 3.31 3b 
to) 6030 0.0139 0.637 0.0218 2.72 15 
8000 8025 0.0218 0.563 0.0388 2.2b 16 

10000 30025 0.0300 0.1*95 0.0606 1.92 17 

Temperature 175°F« 

3000 3020 0.0178 0.90*4 0.0197 10.2b 25 2090 2132 0.0118 0.813 0.03b5 5.30 38 
3000 3022 0.0131 0.753 0.01?b b.oo 39 
bQOO to? 0.035U 0.709 0.0217 3.38 20 
6000 6030 0.02b3 0.56? o.ob28 2.26 21 
8000 8025 0.0b08 0^53 0.0900 1.75 22 

20000 10025 0.0588 0.295 0.199 1.3b 2b 

Temperature 260°F. 

30140 3060 G.Q3b8 0.88b 0.0397 8.32 26 
2000 2022 0.0355 0.787 o.ob5i b.53 27 
>000 3022 0.0228 0.699 0.0326 3.25 28 
to) to? 0.0296 0.613 0.0b8S 2.51 29 
6500 6535 0.0537 0.366 0.2b? 1.U9 30 
7500 7525 0.1720 0.279 0.617 1.15 36 
7500 7525 0.1720 0.289 0.595 1.17 36-C 
79SO 8005 0.1655 0.2767 0.598 1.15b 31 
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Temperature 360°F* 

M.E. !i«E» 
Pressure Breamiro C7-HI6 C7-ja6 K. K. Fern 

psia Corrected in ¥ap. in HQ« H-C7-HI6 Hfe Ho. 

iiao 1130 0.0&7 0.872 0.071*2 7.31 32 
250Q 2520 0.05U* 0.675? 0.0757 2.56 33 
3500 3525 O.Gltflt 0.558 0.0885 1.70 37 
3500 . 3325 Q.Qk$9 0.572 0.080 2.23 39 
1*000 hm 0.210 0.14*6 0.21*6 1.61 38 
hhJO bk% 0.182 0.253 0.725? i.oi?u % 

^ao Density Balance used to analyse vapor* phase* 
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TABIB II 

Data of Boonor, Johnson, mid ELercey ( i) 

Hltrogon-lI-Hoptane & 100*9 Ate* Pressure 

femoarattsre 
"00 

li.F.. C7 
in liq. 

M.p. C7 
in Vap. K C7 x H2 

n 0.880 0.020k 0.0118 8.2k 

55 0.8?2 0.0176 0.0202 7.5k 

0.86? 0.0175 

85 0.8601* 0.02kk 0.0289 6.99 

0.860k 0.025k 

.315 0.8502 0.0505 0.059k 6.3k 
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Figure 3 

Nitrogen K vs. TempeVature 
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APK3HDIX 



2&BIE in 

mm CAUBRAJEKH 

Gauge Reading 

treasure Dam Correction 

$10 505 505 / 5 
1020 3005 3005 / 5 

3$20 1500 2500 ^ 10 

2010 2000 200$ 7.5 

2530 2505 2$0$ 5 

3010 3005 3000 7.5 

3510 35oo 3$oo 10 

liQ30 ' 1*000 399$ 12.5 

1*510 1*$00 l*5oo 10 

5030 5ooo 5000 10 

5530 $k91 $$Q0 n 

6oao $990 6000 15 

6530 61*90 61*90 20 

7030 7000 7QQG 30 

7530 7500 7500 10 

8030 8000 8000 30 
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